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Student dies at
campus dance
by Deborah Noble

•

uture

University of Central
Florida student Marcial
Romero, 40, died Sunday
evening at an International
Students dance at the Wild
Pizza.
According to UCF Police
Sgt. Sandra McClendon,
Romero died ofnatural causesi
pending autopsy reports.
Houda Benali, a friend of
Romero's, stated in the official
report that Romero and two
friends arrived at about 9:30
p.m. Sunday to take her to the
dance.

At about 10:30p.m., she said
Romero left to pick up some
dinner .
Romero returned shortly,
and then they began to dance.
She said they danced quite
heavily for some time.
Benali said that Romero appeared happy and did not appear to be in pain. She also
statedthatduringtheevening
she watch Romero mix a drink
· that consisted of cola, vodka
andsomeotherunknownbrand
of alcohol.
At around 12:15 a .m.,
Romero left to use the restroom
and then moments later, Benali

Visiting author Joseph Heller signs one of his-novels for Schuyler Osborne, a
WILD PIZZA continued page 5 student from VCC attending Monday's lecture. <em cush1ng1FuruRE>
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Heller makes 3rd time a c.................
by Biii Cushing
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Lynx links UniveISity and
Oviedo every half hour
by Lisa Springer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lynx started a new route
Sunday with service from UCF
to Oviedo.
"This service will provide
an additional 15,000 residents
in the Oviedo and Seminole
County transportation," said
Deborah Cooper, representa
tive of Lynx (formerly Tri• County Transit).
The route through Oviedo,
Link 47, runs Monday through
• Saturday starting at 5:17 am.
and continues throughout the
day. The route from the university to Oviedo and back takes
• about an hour, Cooper said.
"The route had been in the
0

working for quite some time
and the residents of Oviedo
are pleased with the new addition," Cooper said.
"We are excited and pleased
to link Oviedo to the rest of our
system," said Lynx Executive
Director Paul P. Skoutelas.
This Saturday, the public
will be able to ride the Oviedo
route free.
Currently, Lynx is working
on routes serving Kissimmee
and Ocseola County. The company has also improved Link
41, the route running along
S.R. 436 from Wekiva Square
to the Orlando International
Airport. This route will now
operate every 30 minutes Mon~
day through Saturday.

It was billed as the third ofthe
annual UCF Distinguished Writers Series but for close to 600
students, staffmembers and area
residents in attendance for Monday night's lecture by Joseph
Heller, one might have thought it
was the Comedy ?Ame.
"When Joseph Heller wrote
'Catch22,'theworldwasasimpler
place,"UCFProvostRichardAstro
said in his introductory remarks,
"But he saw something in the human spiritwhich has oometo overwhelm us."
'The evening is already a large
success," Heller announced before
beginning his talk, noting how he
was encouraged to see that those
in the crowd had opted to attend a
lecture rather than stay at home
watching television.
Heller spoke on thetopicof"My
Life as Joseph Heller," a state of
existence which "began 32 years
ago, with the publication of'Catch
22'." Although he began writing
at the age of 13, Heller informed
the audience that he quickly
«found a vast difference between
being a writer and being a successful writer."
Heller said that, in spite ofinitial success, he was spared a
swelledheadbythefactthatsome
of his contemporaries included
writers such as Truman Capote,
Norman Mailer and Gore Vidal.
AfterattendingNewYorkUniv~ty, one of the first American

universities to offer a program in
creative writing, he began t.eaching atPennsylvania State College
before moving into a job as an
advertising copy writer.
Interjecting a barrage of oneliners Heller spent the majority of
the time reading from a~ succession of his books - "Catch 22,"
"GoodasGold,""GodKnows,""No
Laughing Matter," and ''Picture
This" - and chronologically followed his own work as an analogy
to his own growth as both a writer
and a person.
"Catch 22," Heller's most significant novel, was originally
titled "Catch 18." His publisher,
Simon & Schuster, decided
against that name since Leon
Uris' novel "Mila 18" was scheduled for release around the same
time.

"'Catcli1 22' was never a bestselling book in hard cover," he
said At the time ofthat project, he
wasinvolvedin writing ads so that
the stimulusbehind the novel was
not one of eronomics.
"I had nothing to do with the
movie ["Catch 22"]," he told the
audience. "But I liked it anyway."
It was a similar situation for
"Something Happened," a novel
he started while on the staff of
McCalls magazine. He said that
the impetus behind that book
was to avoid repeating what
he had done in "Catch 22."
He told the audience that
everything was different between the two book in terms of
humor, situation and syntax.

CLASSIFIEDS page # 8
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t was pemaps telling that he
listed humor first in the list since

it is Heller's use of humor that
gives him his distinction.
His novel "Good as Gold" gave
him a chance to dissect life in
Washington D.C., a place where
"experience doesn't col.int and
knowledge is not important."
That book closely parallels
his own life and depicts the problems a Jewish writer encounters after-being challenged to
write a novel about the Jewish
experience.
"I never thought of myself as
Jewish," Heller admitted. "Until I
got in the Anny and found myself
surrounded by people who were
not Jewish."
Even when dealing with theological topics, such as what is depicted in "God.Knows,"Hellersaid
his interest in religion was purely
for the sake ofthe book. Although
he has written plays and several
critical essays, Heller admits to
preferring the novel form.
"I like novel writing because
fmisolated. rm alone,"he said "I
like the solitary aspects of novel
writing."
He said he gets dozens ofideas
between books and while some
lead somewhere, others will not.
"Before I begin writing a novel,
I know the end," he said, explaining that, at times, he has the last
paragraph written years before
the work it.self is oompleted. He
was also willing to discuss his
BELLER continued page 5
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_UCF student assaults police officer during party
by Deborah Noble
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

UCF student Corey Lunford was arrested Saturday
night at a CaribbeanStudentAssociation danceatthe Wild
Pizza and charged with resisting arrest and battery on a
police officer.
OfficerCarmenRaysaidinareportthatLunfordshoved
herbackwardsintoawoodenrail,injuringherback,andhit
her in the face after Ray tried to arrest him for the battery
of James Williams.
Williams said the fight began because Lunford was
angry that Williams had broken up a previous fight at a
partyearlierin the month. Williams saidhedidnotactually
see Lunford hit Ray because he had been pulled away from
the incident "Butifhe did hither,"Williams said, "then he's
showing no respect for the law."
Williamssaidhesustainedaswollenlipasaresultofthe
fight but does not wish to prosecute. However, Ray said she

does wish to prosecute.
Ray said that Lunford also tried to escape repeatedly
and at one point screamed that someone at the party had
a gun. However, Ray said, he had tried this before at
another party to ttry to escape.
Accordingto Ray, Lunford said atone time, "I
ain't going anywhere with you. .."
At a previous party, Williams said there was
a nother fight started by Lunford and that he- '
constantly causes problems and should be disciplined.
''He's real trouble," Williams said.
In other polire news:
Three more UCF students were arrested for driving
under the influence.
Francisco Ramirez, 25, was arrested after a police officer
sawhimweavinginandoutoftherightandleftlanesalong
Gemini Boulevfild.Aft.er passing the officer, Rainirez rail a
stop sign and then suddenly stopped after passing it,

sending his car into a skid and creating smoke from the
tires. The police report states that Ramirez swayed, his
eyes were glassy and his breath smelled of alcohol
At the testing facility, Ramireiblood alcohol content was
.128 and .131 The l~ intoxication level is .1.
Christopher Betz, 18, was arrested for
driving under the influence aft.er drifting in his
lanes. Thepoliceofficerreported thatBet.z swayed
and had glassy eyes, his breath smelled of alcohol, and he had slurred speech. Betz's blood
alcohol content was later tested to be .146 and
.154.
Chad Hoover, 20, was arrested after a police officer
witnessed him staggering to his car. After getting into his
car and leaving the parking lot, the police officer stopped
him because he was weaving.
The police offi.cerreported that Hoover was swaying and
leaned against the vehicle for support. Hoover's blood
alcohol content measured .186 and .184.

UCF students create art show
filled with unique and bizarre
J

)

>

•

UCF students have combined elements of the
unusual to create the1r art show. <VanZanctt 1FuruRE)

Three University of Central
Florida students have coordinated a "Freak Show and Auction" that will be held from 79 p.m., Friday at Big Bang
downtown.
Gary Mark Allen, photographer; Shawn Simon, sculptor;
and Tiffany Paschal, photographer and sketch artist, came
up with the concept ofthe show
because they were bored.
Allen said there is a "cultural wasteland around here."
He also wanted to get to know
other artists in the area.
"I'm going to very much enjoy feeding off the people who
come to see the show," Allen
said.
_
According to Allen, the coordinators decided to go with
"Freak Show and Auction" for
the title of the event because
all of the work is of a bizarre or
unusual nature.
The three coordinators will
be handing out a flyer at the
door with their definition of
freak.show.
He said some artists bring
in normal work, but are them-

original plan.
After the heavy rains in the spring,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the field became soggy.
I ~cks lobbied with the project's a:r~
The grassy area inside the track
chitect,
the hydrologist and the engic
facility next to the UCF Arena cannot
be used and it will take at least $50,000 neer to raise the track by two feet.
"We were certainly looking forward
to fix its problems.
The physical plant and athletic de- to moving into a new home, but were
partment have declared that teams disappointed that it wasn't done right
to begin with 1n · said soccer coach Bill
cannot use the field.
They cited the high water table as Barker.
The soccer teams now practice on
the reason.
their
original fields by the racquetball
A high water table occurs whe~ the
courts.
ground is supersaturated with moisThe facilities planning department
ture.
and
physical plant have made plans to
The layers of impenetrable soil prethe problem.
correct
vent the water on the field from passPlans
have been made to build a
ing through. The water is then forced
drainage
system
in, under and ~round
to sit on top of the soil, creating a soggy
the
track.
area that makes it difficult if not imThe water collected will be emptied
possible for teams to practice and play
into
the lake in front of the arena.
in the area.
These
plans will be implemented in
Before the track was built, a soils
February
or March.
engineer from Jammal and Associates
The
plans
should be completed by
PSI took ground samples and said they
mid-summer of 1993.
had looked favorable.
The project will take anywhere from
J.C. Hicks, assistant directo-r of the
physical plant, said the track's initial $50,000 to $75,000 to fix, officials said.
elevation was too low according to the

by Jennifer Leal

Allen said: "Even if we don't
selves unusual.
Many artists will be auc- sell anything, the show will
tioning off their work. Accord- not be a failure. It will give the
ing to Allen, the work is very artists publicity, and Centaur
diverse.
will get some exposure."
Several of the artists feaDiana Linger looked at the
tured in the auction are UCF works of art to be auctioned
students- paint- ~~~~~~~~ and was inspired
ers, sculptors,
to write musical
drawers and pho"The show will compositions.
tographers.
be no holds
Linger's music
"My work tends
will be presented
ba11'red. "
to be violent and
a i ong with t h e
works. "The muerotic. Life ·,as a
fan tasy," Allen
sic might over• Gary Mark Allen power the work.
said.
He added that
ORGANIZER
It's so good,"
Simon does gothic - - - - - - - - Allen said.
religious sculpDue to the
tures, and Paschal's photogra- adult nature of some of the
phy is from "her own little work, patrons ofthe show must
world- her friends, her life, be 18 or older. The bar will also
etc.- reality."
be open.
Apercentageoftheproceeds
There will be no admission
from the art sales will go to charge to the auction.
benefit Centaur, an Orlando
''The show will be no holds
based AIDS organization. Cen- barred," Allen said.
taur will have a booth with
Allen also said: "It's up to
information at the show.
the viewer to decide what is
Allen thinks Centaur is a the oddity. Is it the art? Is it
really good cause and said it the artist or is it the audience?"
_was hurting for funds.
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TICKET SALES
A SG Kio.s k l~

".." ATTRACTIONS:
.
[Sfl
-·~~-~kiosk price at the gate

Busch Gardens
Sea World

$22.00
$23.00
Universal Studios $27.00
Wet·n·WUd
$13.50

$27.50
$29.95
$32.86
$18.95

savings

$5.so
$6.95
$5.86
$5.45

MOVIE TICKETS:
General Cinema•••••$3.50

Buses leave AT 5:30 PM from
behind the Wild Pizza.
Don't Be Late!!

SIGN-UP INS. G.
823-2191
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
~ TM cf;;1i<it of tk !tarlelft.r 'lg
~· ~.

Jason DiBona, President

[S['f

~c

........................s3.50

Jlli't't•••••••••••~•••••••••••• $3.50
United Artists .......$3.50

FALL HOURS:
for Ticket Sales
Mon·Thurs ........9 ·a m • 9 . pm
Ji'riday••••••••••••~ •••9 am • f» 11m
Saturday.......... IO a~ • 2 11m
Sunday••••••• No Ticket Sales
TICKET MASTER AVAILABLE

'l -

LOCATED IN THE STUDENf CENfER ·ROOM 227 • 823-2831

Programs Available For:
·• .Word Processin
• Spread Sheets .
• Graphs .& Charts
• Desktop Publishing

LABHOURS
FALL 1992
Moii:ftiurs········9·3Jii·~"f2·aiii·
....... ········"'··· ...............................
f.r.!...................... ~.~m:.:.~.P.~...

ID

• Technical Drawing
• Resume Formats

§~t.~ .................. J~.P.~.:.~.P.m.
~~~ .................... Q.P.~.:.AQ.P.m.
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE OFFERYOU ACHOICE OF
LASER PRINTING FOR FIVE CENTS PER PAGE OR
FREE DOTMATRIX PRINTING.
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SG creates new committee

hers will be elected at the SG retaining 100 percent of the
meeting tonight.
current senators.
said, an unidentified man told failures as well as his successes, STAFF REPORTER
The
committee
meeting
"We can't have a tum-over,
her that Romero was lying on noting that "Picture This" was a
time
will
be
determined
by
the
that
hurts the senate,"he said.
Student Government Senthe floor of the men's bath- novel without characters, without
members.
Riebold
also said that he
development, without sex and, ate voted unanimously on a
room .
SG
Senate
also
voted
Thurswants to increase interaction
Police officers McLoughlin "unfortunately, without a lot of resolution that will create a
day
to
keep
Chris
Riebold
as
the senators and their
between
readers."
committee
to
review
spending
and Schwebs and students
its
pro
temp.
constituency.
Heller
closed
theeveningreadof
all
Activity
and
Service
Fee
Fabian Carrozzino and Naria
Rie_bold told the Senate he
"We have to let students
Jose Olay attempted to revive ingfrom his ongoing work, a book money·
wants
to
see
consistency
in
know
who their senator is and
which
mixes
real
characters
such
SG
developed
the
OperaRomero using CPR.
leadership.
He
said
his
deciwhat
they
can do for them," he
as
President
George
Bush
with
tions
Review
Ad
Hoc
CommitRomero was pronounced
sion
to
run
again
was
not
selfsaid.
one
of
his
more
familiar
charactee
to
improve
communication
dead at 1:24 a.m.
He said senators should conters, Yossarian from "Catch 22." between SG and students. It ishly motivated. ·
_ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ ___:__ _ _ ____:_.:____:__....:__, also monitors the spending of
According Dogoli, the pro centrate on serving the stutern p's job is to "act as the voice dents. He urged senators to
A · ·•
student money.
of the legislative branch."
help clubs on campus, saying
.·.· •..·. . A ARECHMIEEVEMBMEERENTDS
. .,.
According to Mark Dogoli,
He said Riebold is the liai- that it can be a rewarding ex~
I
student body vice president,
~
Forever with ArtCm:ved
__:::_ ~
the committee will not have son between the executive, ju- perience. He also told senators
the power to reallocate spend- dicial and legislative branches. to keep a positive attitude
Finest Quality• F;istc.:st Delivery
Lifetime Warranty. Best Overall Value
ing. The committee will hear, As pro temp, SG requires about what can be done on
investigate and make sugges- Riebold to be a member of all campus.
"Once you tell yourself 'I
tions to the Senate regarding five senate committees.
Dogoli said that Riebold can't do that,' it won't be done,,"
the spending of ASF money.
· Sen. Ana Bugdadi, who strongly supports the constitu- he said.
sponsored the resolution, said ency requirement as pro temp
the committee will not give the last year.
Riebold also required the
Senate any power it does not
senators to talk to clubs and
currently have.
Bugdadi said the commit- organizations aQout SG.
· Riebold said his qualificatet;l 'Yill give students an opportunity to voice their opin- tions for the position include
ions and concerns about ASF being a member of the orientation team, being the former
. money.
- SG plans to resolve the tem- chairman of the Organization
porary committee in Decem- Appropriations and Finance
ber, although it will be impos- Committee and being the
sible for the committee to re- former pro temp.
view all ASF spending within Riebold told senators he has
several goals for himself and
the next two months.
The committee will consist the Senate.
Riebold said he would like
of the pro temp and six elected
~
senators. The committee mem- to have a productive sen~te by
UCF Bookstore
•
Jennifer M. Burgess

•

•

·~

•

,/j}~ j6J.--

r :iy1m·111111.111,,A\,.. il,1b1('

lllCD :iE'"tO

•
STUDENT SPECIAL

'?~

s+ ~eef4,

FRAME & FUTON
STARTING AT

$155

Lake • Howell
Square
(407) 679-7772

10 % off wI ID-excludes sale items

1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

Trek.
The Off-Road Wanior.

· ,1'1> OP!:lf> .

(J.,~P .

MEET IN FROMT OF LIBRARY
Brq yoor bike to tbe
Ma lftlUJ' roobile repair service.
Every Wem,esday , 10 - 2 pn>,
aaoss fronJ tbe Wild P°IZZa. OCF caropus

Q

Owned and operated by UCF grads &studerds

r-----------,
FR££12"SUB*

a1.1. PRO SPOR'l'S
PUB &

EA~i"ERY I

I
I WlTH PURCHASE OF -12" SUB I
I_
AND LARGE DRINK
I
I
•Of e<iual or lesser value
I

• Daily Beer &Lunch Specials
• Oysters & Buffalo Wings
• Big ·Italian C~mbo
.• Famous Cheese Steak
• Sandwiches &Salads
• Pool Tables & Air Hockey
• Videos, Pinball &Darts
Ta~e

MOUl)taiQ Bike Rides Every WedQesday at 5pn>

- ·~

L

ExPires 11 /20/92

• -1

r-----------,
FREE PITCHER

1
1

6

Of BEER OR SODA

I
WITH PURCHASE
I
OF 50 WINGS L - - - ~!!s .!.!'!2'! - -

1
1
I
I

.:_ ~

r-----------,
. : BUCKET OF OYSTERS :

I

Out Available

'I

$9.99 . _
I
L- - - 2_P!!S.!!'!2'!!- _::0::.J

ALL AGES WELCOMEf !f

I

r-----------,
FREE ORDER .

658-SU!m
(658-78271
11875 E. Colonial ai.
Colooial & Alafaya
in the Publix Plaza

6

___________
...
-

1
1
I
I

~~iiiiiiJ

OF 10 WINGS
WITH PURCHASE '
OF JO WINGS

1
1
I
I

L - - - ~!!s .!!'!2'! - - .:.. :J

r -K'NtaHTsrAl«£i-,

:

2 ft. SUB & PlTCHER :
1 OF BEER OR SODA~ 1
-~I
$7.99
I
~~~__,.

L - - - ~!!s .!!'~'! ... - .:_ ~

•
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Money acts as the oil·
for this natio11 's·
political machinery
very election year we hear moaning
about the paucity of choices in the way
of candidates; this year the moaning is
especially loud.
But the evidence shows that it is not so
much a lack of candidates as it is the American people never getting the chance to hear
from all of them.
Consider the plight ofLibertarian candidate
Andre Marrou, who was not invited to parti~~
pate in the latest round ofpre~idential debates,
while Ross Perot made the stage in the eleventh hour.
The stated reason for this decision is that
Perot was on the ballot in. all 5.0 states.
Well, Marrou is also on all states' ballots,
and, unlike H. Ross Perot, his party has had
a candidate's name on the ballot for the two
elections PRIOR to 1992.
The reason for this situation is a simple
one: money.
The last eight presidential races have all
been taken by the party which poured the
largest sums of inoney into its campaign.
George Bush is learning this lesson the hard
way, considering his master fund-raiser, Bob
Mosbacher is having problems getting-potential Republican backers to even return
his phone calls.
We think this "spend more and win" trend,
if you can even call a quarter-century tradition a trend, is a dangerous one.
Granted, the Libertarians have some ideas
that many people would consider "unique,"
even "kooky," but in these times we believe
that no party's ideas ~hotild be ignored simply based on its lack of funds.
What would be the harm in at least giving
alternative ideas an airing in a public forum?
This would eliminate another concern frequently voiced in election years: the lack of
vision in the candidates' policies.
No sentient being eould be happy with the
way the government performs under the direc,tion of the current president and Congress.
Sp~aking of Congress, members of that
august American group have given us one
more reason for booting their behinds out of
office as they approved a pay increase under
the guise of a "cost-of-living" adjustment.
Well, we all know how difficult it is to make
ends meet on the paltry sum of only $150,000
a year these days.
With the deficit being what it is, the-current
state ofthe economy, the rest ofthe pork-barrel
activities that continue and the fact that these
guys have increased their salaries threefold in
the past 14 years, this "cost-of-living " adjustment is just one more example ofhow congressional members demonstrate the height of
insolence towards the citizens of this country.

E

UCF student 'clarifies' those
ever so 'liberal' media reports.
Joe Rod.ems

j
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CAMPUS COMMENTARY

Y fellow students, we are witnessing a dan,gerous time in history. Never before has· a
·
presidential election been so influenced by
the liberal media.
Well, it's time for clarification from a relatively
conservative UCF student.
·
We are not killing our planet. Yes~ we should try to
be more efficient and keep our planet clean, but ifyou
believe the earth is so frail that we are on the verge
of doom then you simply have not seen th~ facts.
I would say, "read the studies," but the media
doesn't report studies with positive results.
Yes, some of our forefathers made friends with the
"Native Americans" (someliberal will complain about
the term) and proceeded to take the country away
from them.
. That is an unfortunate fact.
However, I challenge you to name a country that
has not been created in the same manner. Over time,
no man (no~, of course, for the sake of sensitivity, I
must say "or woman") owns the land.
So quit letting them tell us to blame ourselves over
and over.
_
Yes, unemployment is 7-8 percent and the economy,
which is not as bad as the media has us thinking;
needs to improve.
Well, what do you expect?
For 10 or more years, U.S. industry has tried to
keep people doing jobs that machines can do faster,
cheaper, and better while other countries' industries

used common sense.
Now, as we _should have done years ago, people are
being replaced by machines in the necessary area3
and people are being trained in service jobs and jobs
that machines cannot do.
Incidentally, these jobs pay more and will be more
available in the future than the ones the machines
took.
So, the economy has recessed and will continue to
recess until U.S. industry begins to compete based on
the same rules as the competition.
And yes, the president has smd that if Bill Clinton
was o.rganizing protests against U.S. policy on foreign land he was wrong.
Well, what the heck is wrong with that?
Should we elect a man who 25 years ago was doing
this crap while our friends and family were fighting
and dyi!Jg in a bad war?
Isn't that at least close to treason? (Not to mention
the fact that President Bush was simply answering
a direct question from Larry King.)
The fact is that our liberal media continually tells
us that we are wrong in everything we do and say
because the only thing that sells is controversy.
Who would buy a pile of paper full of people
agreeing with them?
.
In summary, I hope that you guys will at least
think about the things you hear before believing
them because there is an incredible bias in the
United States' liberal media.
Don't take my word, watch the voice of America,
Rush Limbaugh, on WCPX at 1 a.m. on weeknights.
And I hope that you guys will look at the last 12
years rather than the last 12 polls taken by the
liberal media when you select your president.

Letters Polic
We encourage our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than
300 words, and must include the author's name, major, and must be signed. The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit letters for space. Letters can be sent to The Central Florida Future, P.O.
Box 25,000, Orlando, FL 32816 or brought to our trailer on the corner of Gemini Blvd. and Libra Dr.
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Taking a 'Hitt' at minorities
Jeannette Rivera

member oftwo minority groups:female and Puerto Rican.
Still, somehow I have been led to believe that there are

CAMPUS COMMENTARY

well-educaOOdHispani~,Asian-Americans,NativeAmeri

cans and women, just to mention a few, who could perfol'IJl
all me crazy but when I hear the word "minority," this t.ask just as well.
While I certainly do not doubt that there are a large
Martin Luther King's face is not the only image
number ofAfrican-Americans who could be an asset to this
that comes to mind.
I even dare to think that this word refers to ethnic and university by holding this position, I am reluctant to accept
the premise that they should be the only candidates
cultural groups other than African-Americans.
And please ·don't laugh, but it was my understanding conside:ted to fill the office.
Perhaps there is a perfectly logical explanation-other
that''minoritY' applied to women as well. Obviously I didn't
get my definition for the term "minoritY' from the same than the statement being a political platitude ofthe worst
rank - for Hitt's seeming intention to hire strictly an
source that UCF President John Hitt did.
Recently, Hitt met with members of the university's African-American for this job.
It is very possible that rm not seeing the rationale
Afiican-American Student Union. During their meeting he
said that the position of direct.or for minority recruitment, behind the idea. Perhaps I am too idealistic for sustaining
soon to be vacant, would not be eliminated. That's goodl}ews the thought thatbelongingto an ethnic group should not be
~
in this state, which is as famous for freezing positions in its synonymous with special considerations. .
What I am suggesting is that ifthe director for minority
educational system as it is for its citrus products.
What makes my eyebrows rise, however, is that the recruitment - interim or otherwise - is going to c0me
UCFpresidentadded that he was "in the process oflooking from a minority segment of our population, then all these
segments should be considered equally.
for an African-American interim to hold the position."
Narrowing the definition of "minority" to AfricanCorrect me ifl am mistaken butitseems to me that this
is not a ve:ry equitable situation for other seginents of our American is just as inaccurate as defining "American"
as white male.
school's minority population.
Jeannette Rivera is a senwr majoring in radio and
Maybe my problem is that fm biased After all, I am a ·

C
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On and·Off Campur--s_ _ _ _ _ _

YOU'RE RIGHT, S'METHEART.
VOTING DOES MAKE YOU FEEL CLASSY
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TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
e can learn a lot about proper eating habits by
watching the behavior of wildlife creatures.
Take toads. You don't see toads fluctuating
wildly in weight and obsessing about food and constantly
going on ineffectual diets and then sneaking into the
kitchen at 2 a.m. and consuming an entire Sara Lee
banana cake (serves 12).
No, when a toad gets hungry, it simply flicks out its
t.ongue and snares - NOT a cheeseburger; NOT a bowl
of Lucky Charms breakfast cereal - but a natural, highprotein, zero preservatives, low-fat moth. The toad gulps
the moth down whole, and bang, just like that, it's
finished with its whole eating thing. Freed from the
tyranny of food obsession, the t.oad can now get on with
other activities, such as ponde1 .ng the fact that there is
a whole live moth in its stomach.
This is why toads always look vaguely worrie_d. They
have live disoriented insects tromping around inside
them, and they (the toads) are thinking that maybe they
should chew their food before they swallow it, except that
-Nature can be cruel-TOADS DON'T HAVE TEETH.
This problem led t.o groundbreaking 1982 experiment at
the University of Wisconsin, wherein biologists, using a
$7.3 million grant, fitted a group of toads with dentures,
then observed them closely over a five-year period, at the
end of which they (the researchers) reported that the
toads "'seemed to be in a good mood," adding that "there's
really no way to tell."
So we can see how important it is to have sensible longt.erm eating regime and realistic dietary goals. I myself
was on a sensible long-term eating regime until nearly
10:30 this morning, when I finally achieved my dietary
goal oflocating where my wife put the box of Cheez-Its.
These are my favorit.e snack crackers because they contain "riboflavin" and have a radioactive orange color that

W

makes them easy tolocate in the dark. Plus they're good
for your heart: Like every other product now sold in the
Unit.ed States, including Drano, they come in a package
marked "LOW CHOLESTEROL." Heart. care is a top
priority with me, So I ate the whole box (serves 20).
The problem with doing this is that Cheez-Its also
contain calories, which our bodies tum into fat. Of course
it could be worse. Imagine if our bodies turned them int.o,
say, linoleum, or s\J.rplus body parts:
BOB: Hi, Frank!
~ Hi, Bob! Say, I notice you have eight noses.
BOB: I know. I gotta go on a diet.
When Bob (not his real name) does go on a diet, chances
are he will eat at salad bars constantly, because that way
I can put a little lettuce on my plate and cover it with
enough cheese, bacon, pasta, potato ·salad, Roquefort
dressing, etc., to rectify the nutritional shortfall in Somalia and still be able to say that all I ate for lunch was a

"salad."
The problem is that I keep getting stuck in line behind
Salad Scientists. These are people who make a salad as
if it were some kind of nuclear-fission experiment, sub. jecting each leaf and sprout to int.ense scrutiny. The
worst is when you're behind TWO of them, because then
they have to DISCUSS everything:
FIB.ST SALAD SCIENTIST (picking up a string bean):
Look. String beans.
SECOND SALAD SCIENTIST: I don't care for string
beans in a salad.
FIB.ST SALAD SCIENTIST: I like string beans in a
salad, but I don't like the looks of this string bean.
SECOND SALAD SCIENTIST: No, that looks a little
pale ro me. But then I don't care for string be~ns in a
salad.
FIRST SALAD SCIENTIST (picking up another string
bean): Now Till~ string bean looks a little better to me.
SECOND SALAD SCIENTIST: Well, ifyou ask me, it's
a little on the brownish side. But then I don't
caAAIIEEEEE (sound of me stabbing the serond scientist with a pair of coleslaw tongs).
FIRST SALAD SCIENTIST: I don't care foe coleslaw in
· a salad.
Another problem is that many diets simply don't work.
Statistics show that people who go on gimmicky or"crash"
diets will gain al the weight back within a year; whereas
people who follow realistic, long-term diet regimes will
never lose any weight at all. That's because they're all
eating so-called "frozen yogurt," which I strongly suspect
is a fraud.
Ask yourself: Does "frozen yogurt" taste anything like
regular yogurt? No, it does not. Regular yogurt tast.es
healthy, by which I mean, bad. It tastes like something
you might use mthe field of t.ent repair. Whereas "frozen
yogurt" tastes good. rm positive that if you dug beneath
a "frozen yogurt" store, you'd find large hidden underground pipes leading directly t.o a Dairy Queen. Think
About it! rd think about it myself, but this riboflavin is
starting to kick in.
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GREEK CORNER
nKA
Pikes & UCF ... GOOMBAY is this
Saturday!! This year's promises to be
the best ever, so get RASTAFIED and
come out for the Reggae blast of the
year. WOODSER approaches. .. KA
ladies, nKA looks forward to a great
Homecoming when UCF crushes Suny
Buffalo. Pike is ltlll
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
We would like to welcome our Univ. of
Miami E's and all ladies to the Original
Reggae splash Sat. 24th. IAE presents
"Ru_ & Reggae" This Fall Tradition ~s
our version of the famous sunsplash in
Jamaica. "Ru_ & Reggae" will be an
all day jam with the evening activities
starting at 9-2am. Live Reggae music
from Addis (The Mills Thurs. night band)
So come to our version of sunsplash
I.AE's famous "Ru_ and Reggae."
Don't settle for the imitations. Also Fri.
the 23rd pre-Reggae bus-ride downt~
with Miami E's and of course all ladies
welcome. Contact Rattigan/Vanelli for
more info. See ya at "Ru_ and
Reggae" mon.
ACACIA
·Good job Beau, Leo, and the rest of the
UCF Rugby Team, The Florida State
Champs I

_,

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Hey! Heyl Deltasigs hope last nite went
well for you pledges. We still luv you
guys, really I Remember Little Bro
Appreciation Fri. nite and silent auction
i~ next Tuesday!
a Ta
PLEDGE LOCK-IN FRIDAY .
ALL BROTHERS VACATE THE
SHELTER
PIG ROAST SOCIAL SATURDAY
!J.TaA NEWAmTUDE
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Campoutl
Campoutl
Campoutl
Campoutl
Campoutl
Campoutl
Once a semester Ocala Nat. Forest is
..turned into a haven for campers looking for great times & memories that can
only happen in the great outdoors. See
any bro. for details & see Matt B. for
meal tickets. Thanks MA for a great
bus ride & party. Derek Clark-bro. of
the month.
PHI DELTA THETA
Hope everyone is having a great week.
Mandatory house cleanup Sat. 24
11 :ooam. Watchout for Hallowfest in 2
weeks. Gully, where are you? 16 yearseven Art wouldn't bet on that

Yes, we're here! FIJI, thanks for the
great busride. Mike Kelly how you
feeling? Hey AXA, we're getting
psyched for Bust. Mystery food bandit
watchout;we're looking 4 U.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Gentlemen look sharp for the CEL
Etiquette Dinner-Fri. Spm. Tee-up Sat.
for KA Golf Toum. Ritual is Sun., let's
nominate some great officers. Set
clocks back Sunday & study!/ TKE.

Cl.UBINFO
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
take part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841 see you there I ·
The Entrepreneurs Club meeting Wed.
Sept. 23 @ 6pm in BA 206. Judd King
speaks on startup capital for new
business ventures. Info 299-5545.
Support group for children and siblings
of suicide victims meeting each
Thursday 4:00pm ED222. Support and
understanding and working through
difficult times. Contact Alisha Cohen for
further info. 339-1495.

MF N/S to share nice 312 apt 5min.
from UCF. Clubhouse, AC, raquetball,
pool, spa, weightroom. No deposits.
$325 pays all. Call 380-3243 Pine
H.arbour.

Responsible female N/S to share a
2bed/2bath apt $200 mo.+ 1/3 utilities.
5 miles from UCF. 2 miles from
Valencia. Call 382-9039.
·

Guitar-custom Hamer Sunburst, curly
maple top, mahogany, kahler tremelo,
hardcase, $550 080, Call 671-8955

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
212 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532.
Only $165 to share 211.5 apt cmplt w/
wshr/dryer + watchdog w/2 funloving
females that know when to study &
when to play. So, if your looking for a
deal & want friends-not just roomates
give us a call! 380-1253 Only 2mi. from
UCF (Fox Hunt).
2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, garage, W/O.
Across from UCF $550. 647-4949.
For rent furnished 2 bedroom apt. $440
a month. Walking distance to UCF.
363-5636.

Kitchen table & chairs $35, dresser $30,
twin bed $50. 366-2384.

AUTOS

Wanted Algebra II tutor for
sixteen. Telephone 677-5612.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, •Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

a boy

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

•

HEl.P WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and
Career
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program·
call 1-206~634-0468 ext. C5418.
Have fun selling Tupperware parttime
and fulltime. Be your own boss, set your
hours, no quotas, good income, no start
up cost! 249-0651 .

Pentax SF1:N
35-70AF 3.5
80-200 F4 $250
Call 823-6397
or 381-1185 Mike

Red Cross lifeguard certification at
Oviedo's heated pool, three week ends
in November. Starts Nov. 7, ends Nov.
22. Includes CPR/First Aid. Jobs open
after Christmas. Get ready now! Call
Mark at Oviedo Rec. 366-7000 ext. 660.

Female nonsmoker to share 3/2 quiet
home near Fashion Sq. Mall. Pool +
spa, washer/dryer, woodfloors, dogs.
$250 + 1/3. electric. 896-3790.

IBM Compatible 286-16 2MB ram,
65megHD, VGA color, both floppies,
mouse, WordPerfect 5.1, Lotus 2.3,
dBase 4, Windows, PageMaker, Excel,
much more, Only $1000. 332-5046 msg.

BILINGUAL!?_
Use your talent to your advantage!
Rapidly expanding co. seeking help to
cross the language barrier. Call Hans
774-8838 No Phone Interviews.

M/F to rent room in house 3bdrm 2ba
4mi. from UCF rent only $217 + 1/3
utilities clean/quieVnice. Available starting Nov. 1 Call 407-679-0237 leave
mssg for Jack.

Exam passing secrets to passing
exams. New successful studying
techniques, astonishing results. For
complete guide send $3.00 to: Alain
Jaszewski; 28 Brant Ave.; Welland,
Ontario; Canada L3C6CB. No checks.

FLEXIBILITY
Immediate openings pit flt available.
Large co. expanding locally. Gain
valuable business exp. for future!
Serious inquires call 774-7885.

N/S to share quiet 3/2 house 10 min to
UCF. W/D, D/W, cable, alarm $210 +
1/3 utilities. 380-3673.

Diamond engagement ring .15 ct. $150
.Call Jeff 830-9106 for apt. at UCF.

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No
experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept.
FL-307.

Wanted female to share 2BR/2BA apt.
amenities incl. pool,jacuzzi,wtroom,
located at 436 & Aloma. No pets,
nonsmoker. $350 inclds. all. 672-2135
Tracy.

For Sale
1992 Honda Elite-SR Scooter
Paid $1912-Sell for $1500 080
Only 200 miles-incl. spare partshelmet and cover.
Must see- Must selll!l

House to share N/S 2 miles from UCF.
$325 includes all 366-9391/823-5606.

ACTORS NEEDED
For UCF student film. Men and women
ages 20-25. Must be able to film on
weekends. Call 359-9615.

WANTED

FOR RENT

FORSAl.E
ROOMMATES

Call Adam at CVI 380-6000 X3092
Leave message.

8

Campus representative needed by
sportswear company to sell to
fraternities and sororities. Average
$50-$100 working one night per week.
Call 1-800-242-8104.

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

•

Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
A-1 Stop Office (Laser Printing) Special
student rates/ rush jobs avail. Term
papers & resumes. 678-8887.
Typing, Word Processing for students,
faculty. Macintosh. 273-8528.
Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.
Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.

TUTORS
•

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
-Call Loretta at 256-1140.

OTHER

'

Afraid to go against the grain due to
social and political unacceptance. Well,
don't be I wm be ihere, too. Vote Perot

and get the red tape out of the
government.

.
a
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A public service announcement from the Central Florida Future •

·······································································~

Something for those
of you who aren't taking

Kaplan Prep
. We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taking Kaplan Prep,™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

KAPLAN

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

273-7111

play,
entertain
oneself,
revel,
savor,
carouse,
rejoice,
idle away,
horse
around.

Welcome to St. Joseph's
1992 Carnival
1501 Alafaya Trail

•RIDES•
PRIZES

,,
•

FREE
.PARKING

u
bore me.
Sometimes.
A FSA of the CFF

f
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Queissar, who had 13
kills, six service aces, and
FROM PAGE 12
13 digs in the tournament,
said the team major weakthe second time in a week. The ness was in communication.
women lost the opening set, but
"We just did not play as a
rebounded to defeat the Lady team," Queissar said.
Hatters in four games.
The Lady Knights next
Freshman setter Emily game will be Friday against
Queissar said the teams Lamar University.
play varied over the twoHelping to lead the team
day tournament.
is 5-8 sophomore Miriam
"Friday we wer·e on," Metzcus, who was selected
Queissar said. "Saturday as this week's Trans
though, we did not play close America Athletic Conferto our ability."
ence Player of the Week .

V-BALL
•
•

•
•

Sports Briefs

Volleyball Stats
15 15 15
4 1
5

UCF
St.etson
UCF

12 15 15 15

EKU

15 13 11

7

3 6 3
15 15 15

UCF
Lousiana Tech
UCF
St.etson

9

15 13 15 15
15 12 5
1

•
Coif'.I Laundrymat
11624 E. Colonial Drive
(Across from the Frat House and
behind Di.s count Auto Parts)
• Patients in shock
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids
for bums, surgery, or
treatments of illness

•
•

.

• Protect against infectioD;
• Accident victims
• Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
•New research on life
threatening diseases

(401) 273-2503

STUDENT SPECIALS

• Take 10% off of full service wash-dry-fold
when you present your valid student l.D.
•Free dry on Thursday (4- _10:30 P.M.)
..
with purchase of a self-s~rve wash
·
• Buy 7 loads of laundry and get your 8th
wash Free! ·

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONU~
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
•

-

Hours
M-F
Sa-Su

Call for information and/ or appointment

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, A. 32805
(407) 841-2151

{

- 8:00 A.M. - 10:30 P.M:
7:30 A.M. -10:30 P.M:

"Last wash must start no later than 9:30 P.M.

-.-_

. .·"

·.-

--- ~-· ··-CAB::::
:"CAMPUS Amvmm Boaaa
.

· 'UNIVERS11YoFCENTRALFLORIDA

. . ·

with specialguest

·:Noverrt>er 5,· l.992
8:00 PM - UCF Arena

School o
Priaes:

. Tickets .av~ilable . at KIOSK, Arena,
®Ticketmaster . ..-·$1.·r.r! .P.· ·a:h.d,-all m,icketMaster,. outlets.}.Check.
the kIOs~;-for ~es~r~~~- seating1 ·
--~ $15
@U.·~ . C)F. :Arena
"

.

-
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Tri Delta's prov~ football not just for men anymore
by Scott Glnchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Intramural sports at UCF are heating
up as the midseason point approaches.
Teams have worked the bugs out of their
systems and the competition is becoming

more intense. Nowhere is this more evident
than with Delta Delta Delta's flag football
team.
_ Though it would come to a surprise to
most UCF students, there are exciting,
action-packed football games that aren't
played on Saturday nights. Delta Delta

Jody Fisher of Delta Delta Delta stretches for a pass to help her
keep her team on top of the division in intermurals. (0eHoog1FuruRE>

Delta has been cruisingto a division lead by
outscoring opponents 61-18 in four games
and compiling a 3-1 record. I attended one
of Delta Delta Delta's games to see for
myself exactly what the women meant by
'football." I must confess, I did not expect
much from the girls. However, I apologize to
the women for my lack offaith.
If anyone goes to one of these games
expecting a powder puff game, a group of
cheerleaders turned players or some other
form ofcomical entertainment, they will be
surprised. The Tri Deltas are there to play
football and they do it well. I went to the
game expecting to see a group of women
trying to prove a pointand ended up watching a team that would give the New England Patriots a hard fought battle.
These women ran reverses, halfback
passes and even a no huddle offense. On
several occasions the women had to dive at
an opponentorcollidetopreventa pass. Not
once did any of the women give any consideration to avoiding contact.
Delta Delta Delta's defense is led by
JeanneTarant.olaandMelissaPacitti. This
defense uses man-to-man, or in this case
woman-to-woman coverage. They also use
a zone defense, a task that even the Tampa
Bay Bucshav_e been unsucressfu.lin achieving.

Unfortunately for Delta Delta Delta,
Tarantola was lost for the remainder ofthe
regular season with a legfujury. She hopes
may and help in the post season tournament.
'The core of the offense is Kristen
Buckstein," saiddefensivecoachP.J. Power.
Buck.stein played collegiate soccer and is
an all-purpose player on offense. In the
game I watched, she ran, passed and played
wide receiver. Buck.stein even gained more
yardage this week than Detroit Lions' running back Barry Sanders.
Another offensive leader is quarterback
Stacie Clemons. Clemon's strong ann and
accuracy have given Delta Delta Delta a
new dimension.
''Iliketosuckinthedefensewiththerun,
then let Stacie bum them through the air,"
said offensive coach Todd Marsh. "Overall
wehavea very good team. They rely on each
others they respect each other and they
trust each other."
The flag football league has men's,
women's and independent divisions. The
leagues are composed offraternity, sorority
and independent teams. Best of all, the
action is fast, fun and free. You can cat.ch a
game any Mondaythrough Thursday starling at 3:45 and 4:45 p.m. next to the Recreational Servires office.

,

(

SKIING
FROM PAGE 12
Heath for first place and John
Ginter and Dan Rini taking
fourth ~nd fifth places, respectively. But when it came time
for the men's overall winner
to be decided, NLU beat out
UCF 6145 to 5915.
"NLU skied better than
their average ability," said
Autore. But he quickly adds
"next year we'll win."
The UCF women's team
produced winning results in
the overall and special event
divisions.
Kristi Overton won first
place in the slalom followed
by Liz Lambert who took second place.
In the tricks division, both Overton and Lambert repeated their first and second
place showings, respectively.
Overton held on in the
jumping division to land a
third place spot. The women's
strong showing in every event
easily gave the overall
women's title to Kristi Overton
and UCF.
The women's team captain,
Jennifer Skeldon, said, "Everybody on the team contributed, andKristi and Liz turned
in outstanding performances."
"The women's team came
through when we needed
them," said Autore. "They beat
NLU's women's team and
helped the overall team's
comeback to claim the title."
The season begins again in
the spring and the Knights have
already set the goal of winning
againg next year.
"We achieved our ultimate
goal of winning back-to-back
national titles. Only NLU has
done this before we did. They've
taken consecutive second place
for the last two years, but before that we had six years of
second place finishings to their
first and hopefully we'll maintain our first place trend."
Autore said.
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Bests and busts in the broadcasters box:
Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•.

It has been yet another disappointing
week in football: the Giant.s suffered a
heart-breakingloss, theFinsgotlucky again
and CBS is still broadcasting the loud,
obnoxiousvoiceofJohnMadden. It's enough
wmake a grown sports ediwr cry.
Maddenandhismonotonousmonologu.es
simply must be t.erminated. Not only is the
mere sound of his voice annoying, but the
things he says are irrelevant and frankly,
uninteresting. He has an inane ability w
find the obscure and glorify it as if it was
something truly int.eresting.
Casein point: Lastyearthenewtrend in
sideline fashions featured coaches' shirts
with a distinctive stripped pattern. Mr. lam-a-football-god Madden spent 15 minutes ofmy precious foot.ball viewing time w
comment on such a shirt worn by one ofthe
best head coaches in the NFL, Marv Levy of

Trace Trylko
OFFICIAL WORD

•
•
•
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Years of television sports viewing
have culminated in my total frustration with one broadcast personality.
Frank Gifford of "Monday Night Football" fame is out of his league and it's
time he hung up his headset.
Gifford's tired insights and cliches
became tedious years ago. While listening to Gifford, you get the feeling
he'd rather trade places with talk show
host Regis Philbin. Philbin and co-host
Kathy Lee Gifford (yes, wife of vener-

the Buffalo Bills. Now, it would have been
one thing ifthe comments were significant
or even appealing. But saying (or yelling,
rather) "Look at all those stripes! How do
you know when you have enough stripes?'
only seives wirritate those of us who can

find more intelligent things talk about.
Unfortunately, his overbearing voice allows him w dominate the broadcast and
drown outanyimportantremarksfromhis
co-hosts.
This season the shirts must not have

fascinated Madden as much, he has moved
on to sun glass straps.
A second argument in the case against
Mr. I-can-talk-louder-than-you Madden is
his irresponsible use ofthe TV chalkboard.
This wonderful invention has helped w
enhance understanding and therefore enjoyment ofthe game. But Menial Madden's
mindless messes that result from his scribbling are only an annoyance, not an enhancement.
Thank God for mute buttons on the
remot.e control.
A much more pleasant voice coming
from the annowicers' box is that of Mr.
Frank Gifford With all due respect wmy
aeoompliceincrime,Mr. TrivialTrylko,and
his Offical Word ramblings, Gifford is a
welcomed insight into the wonderful world
of football He concentrates on the game
and its critical elements. I have learned a
good deal about the game on Monday evenings with Frank and I wish that Mr.
Madden would sit down from the chalkboard and take a lesson for once.

able Frank) are often more entertaining than my favorite ex-NFL jock
turned broadcaster.
Heck, my good friend Margie, an
aspiring MNF television star, offers
more detailed perspectives than does
our so-called and self-proclaimed pigskin expert.
Fabulous Frank tends to bore viewers while he babbles on about inconsequential statistics. It often takes the
wit and wisdom of Al Michaels to remind Frank that his playing days are
long since over.
With all due respect to Jenny
Duncanson's thrashing of John Madden, I must come to the defense of this

popular broadcaster. The fresh opposite of Gifford the Gaffe is CBS analyst
Madden. Madden, who popularized bus
travel long before Bill Clinton and Al
Gore took up their vote-getting excur~
sions, is what football is all about. This
one-time Oakland Raiders~ coach clues
the viewer in to not only the goings-on
in the huddle, but the pressure-filled
·coaching decisions made on the sideline as well.
Unlike Gifford's long-winded sermons on the football mount, Madden
gets to the point. He is not afraid to tell
us that Mr. Million Dollar football star
made a bonehead play. Gifford simply
revels in the good ol' days of not only

his career, but the careers of today's
once and future stars. Give me a Madden monologue any day.
Finally, Madden stands out because
ofhis expert use ofthe television chalkboard. He scribbles and draws, diagrams and details formations, plays
and sideline absurdities with a clever,
comical edge. Madden is in a class by
himself and is a joy to listen to.
Tum the volume down if you can't
stand a particular announcer. Watch
"Murphy Brown" if fabulous Frank
really annoys you. And, let's hope
Frank's replacement arrives soon. Good
luck, Margie, in your pursuit of Gifs
job!
·

•

•
Ibn't believe everyt:hirg you hear.
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HOT MIAMI
PRODUCTIONS

Presents ...

•

Live at the UCF Arena

'!he Air
Force continues to seek outst:arrlin:J students
to fill future officer requirements. see
yourself hecnnirg a leader, graduatin;J f:ran
college as an Air Force officer with fully
developed qualities of Character am managerial ability. Notice, too, the cgx:>rtunities. Like eligibility for scholarship
programs that c.an pay b.rition, t:ext:lxx:>ks,
fees ... even $100 in tax-free inc:xme each
academic

m::>nth •

Visualize a crisp unifonn that reflects
pride in yourself am your ability to ac.oept cballaqe. Get the picture? NOVI make
a call!
(407) 823-1247
AIM HIGH-AIR IORCE

RUSSELL SIMMONS
"DEF COMEDY JAM"
Friday, Oct. 23 at 7 P.M.

..
•

10°/o discount on any
general repairs with this coupon.

Tickets on sale at all
"Ticket Master Outlets"
at Gayfers,
Mega Movies,
Sound Warehouse,
and Spec's or call
for your tickets today.
(407) 839-3900

$3495
Reg. 3995

Air Conditioning Special
·Service System
·Check for leaks
•Up to 21/2 lb. of Freon
Ex ires November 30, 1992

$3695
Reg. 39115
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Waterski team repeats
as national champions ·
by Darius Samar
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For the second year in a
row, the UCF water skiing
team captured the National
Collegiate
Waterskiing
Association's National Championship in Fort Lauderdale.
The NCWSA nationals,
which were held on Oct. 16
and 17, featured the top 12
teams in the nation competing
for an overall national championship and individual titles
for slalom, tricks and jumping.
Northeastern Louisiana University took second place, Uni-

versity of Southern Louisiana
third place, Eckerd College
from St. Pet~rsburg, Florida
fourth place and U Diversity of
North Carolina of Chapel Hill
finished fifth.
The scoring system used rewards 580 points to the winner of each event, 570 points to
second place and for third place
560 points, and the scale goes
down in 10 point increments.
UCF's final score was 11,405
which edged them past NLU,
who had 11,330 points. The
USL team finished third with
a seemingly distant score of
10,090 points.

In last year's tournament,
UCF swept the nationals by
taking the overall title and the
men's and women's divisional
titles.
In this year's men's slalom
event, UCF's Ken Autore took
first place followed by Doug
Ross who held on to place
fourth in a field of 58 skiers.
The tricks division saw Matt
Rini take second place and
John Swanson fifth.
The UCF men dominated
the jumping division with John
Swanson tying USL's Mike

'

SKIING continued page 1O

Cross Country takes seventh
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

The Knights ran to a respectseventh place finish this
weekend in the State Championships for cross countiy.
Twenty-threet.eamscompeted,
with over200runnersin both the
men's and women's races.
Junior Pete Fournier finished
in the top place for the Knights in
15th overall with a time of27:15
in the five mile run. Junior Joe
abl~

·

in the conference will advance to
Dabate took 23rd
For the women, freshman the regional race in South CaroTiffany Hill posted the highest · lina
finishforUCFwithatimeof20:31
"We did decent," L.>ftus said
for the 5K which put her in 32nd _ "We were hoping to break into the
place. Freshman Valerie - top five, but w~re not discourD
Valenzuela placed 45th.
aged"
Loftussaidtheconferencemeet
While the overall finish is not
as high as the team would }\ave ismoreimportantandhefeelsthe
liked,headCQB.chDouglnftusfeels runnersarereadytodo well there.
"We're more confident for conthe team is in the best position for
a top finish at the Trans America ference," Loftus said. "We have
Athletic Conference Champion- not peakedyet, but we will peak at
shipsonOct.31.Thetoptwoteams therighttimeandtherightplace."

Plan Ahead

Amy Gendreau puts power on the ball and helps
her team win three conference games. (DeHoog/FUTURE>

Volleyball retmns with a
good start in conference
At the UCF Invitational
over
the weekend, the Lady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Knights finished in a strong
The women were psyched second place and increased
and the fans were enthusic there overall record to 9-12,
astic as volleyball returned and more importantly, 3-0
to Central Florida for the in the Trans America Athfirst time this season.
letic Conference.
The Lady Knights started
The women opened the
there month long home stay tournament with an upset
in style with a convincing over Eastern Kentucky Unistraight set victory Wednes- versity. The women fell
day night against the Lady short in a first game rally,
Hatters of Stetson.
but responded with a vicious
"The excitement of com- attack to defeat the Lady
ing home really showed," Colonels in four games.
said UCF head coach Laura
After a loss to the Lady
Smith. "It is exciting to 'fechsters ofLouisiana Tech, the
know we can beat Stetson, Lady Knights faced Stetson for
who is in our conference."
V-BALL continued page 9

by Jenni Malone

L

Fighting Knights look for victory on road
Hilltoppers are independent members of Division 1AA, and are coming off a 42-18 victory over the
STAFF REPORTER
Russian Czars in an exhibition game last week.
The UCF Knights football team will take to the
Western Kentucky deploys a wishbone type of
road this Saturday night when they will face the offense that McDowell says the Knights will need to
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers in Bowlip.g Green.
prepare for this week.
The Knights (4-1) cracked the NCAA Division 1"They have a triple I offense that is explosive at
AA poll at 19th in the nation this week. The Knights times and at others is inconsistent," McDowell said.
"We will have to stop them from running. They do not
defeated Nicholls State last week 42-18. ·
The Knights are also ranked 16th in the Sports throw very often."
On defense, Western Kentucky will bring an
Network Poll, which is comprised of sports information directors, head football coaches and directors of eight-man front that may give sophomoe UCF quarterback Darin Hinshaw the opportunity to throw the
athletics from the I-AA ranks.
"Being ranked this early in the season is a real ball.
"They bring a lot of people up front and will
milestone for UCF,"head coach Gene McDowell said.
"We must maintain our winning and we will be in the challenge you to throw the ball," McDowell said.
Freshman running back Gerod Davis leads the
playoffs."
The Knights found themselves the Division I-AA Knights' ground game with 485 yards on 82 rushes
rankings for the first time in the last week of the and six touchdowns.
Sophomore quarterback Darin Hinshaw has com1990 schedule when they listed 18th in the country.
Two ineligible teams ranked ahead of UCF al- pleted 68 of 134 passes for 1,157 yards and 11
lowed the Knights to play in the 16-team playofffield touchdowns. He has been intercepted 11 times.
Senior linebacker Rick Hamilton leads the Knights
that year.
The Knights defeated William and Mary in their with 57 tackles including 34 unassisted stops.
The Knights are 1-0 on the road so far this season
first-ever Division I-AA playoff game but lost the
with a victory over Western Illinois.
next to eventual champion Georgia Southern.
The game will be broadcast on WGTO (540 AM) at
Western Kentucky (1-4) is not ranked, but a UCF
victory will help the Knights in the polls. The 6 O'clock Saturday.
by Glenn carrasqulllo

The Fighting Knights bring down opponets
and move up in the polls. (DeHoog!FUTURE>

.
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SnfeSex in the ~90s: Plnqing with qour mouse
nthe '90s, meeting people has become more complicated.
Just making friends is tough bec;ause as populations grow, communities become more fragmented.
Plus there is AIDS, which makes dating more difficult and
perhaps somewhat risky. Becauoo of this, telephones have
become a way for meeting people. People can communicate
without having to worry about their appearance, income or
- rejection- less risk.
Party and dating telephone lines have mutated into "phonesex" lines and have hence become taboo.
These lines are also very expensive. However, these lines still
remain popular. Just look at what advertising dollars pay for your
favorite late-night re-runs.
.
<Mners.of personal computers with modems have another
way to meet new people who want to share their interests.
America Online is one of many companies providing computer networking CNer the telephone. Aside from software and
informational opportunities, America Online offers the People
Connection.
The People Connection is organized like ahotel. The hotel has
a lobl1j with multiple adjoining rooms. Before entering the hotel,
the on-line customer has already adopted a "screen name." This
name is usl@lly a nick-name or related to a person's hobby.
A profile can also be attached to the screen name so that
potential conversational partners know what you are like. BUt
screen names aren't always truthful.
Some people fake profiles to have fun. "I have made up totally
bogus profiles. With a few simple changes, I can be whoever or
whatever Iwant to be. The fanta&y aspect is very appealing" said
MoMike, a 47-year-old owner of a seed company.
Most people are just looking to talk to someone with
similar interests.
"Most of rrry consistent on~ine friends are fellow Vietnam
veterans," MoMike said. Conversations are eaey to begin, but
usually end quickly. They also call for quick f:Wing and a
knCM'ledgeofon-hneshorthand.A ":)" isasmile,a ";)" isaWrik
and a ":*" is a kiss. Acronyms are popular as well. "Loi" is
laughing out loud and "gmta" is great minds think alike.
Just as 1-900 telephone lines are not just used to talk about
the weather, sex is a popular topic.
\Nhile traveling through the Pecple Connection, users can
start their O'Ml rooms aside from visiting existing rooms. Room
names range from the mild "Romance Connection," "Sngle
Worrnn" to "Women Who Obey Power Tcols" and "Women
4 Women."
"Keyboard sex." or "compusex" is very popular among
male on-line customers.

I

People can talk secretly ~ tradng one-to-one "instant
messages" or by entering a private chat -room.
"I have had several chats with people who wanted to pretend
they were having sex with me. I went through with one of them.
At. the time I was 26 years old, 6 feet 2 inches tall and weighed
175 pounds," MoMike said.
Others are more ext.berant about compusex.
"My most interesting on-line experience was a compusex
chat. It blew me away," said Hard Asset, from Pompano
Beach, Florida.
"You will find people having alot of k~rd sex. Every night
you will be able to hook up Vvith some woman in a private room
and have keyboard sex. They will talk dirty to you INhile they do
their thing. It is not really rrry scene," said Wintersky, from
Manhattan, New York
\Nhile Winterskyclaims he doesn't enjoy keyboard sex, he did
make the ultimate people connection. "I met a girl on~ine, flew to
San Francisco, and slept with her," he said.
A woman's point of view is slightly d'ifferent. BuffaloGal, a32year-old corrputer analyst from Los A1"9eles, said "America
Online wasn't always like this. Pecplewere just looking for some
human interaction. Now its a bunch of horny guys looking for
phone sex! That's one of the disadvantages of having female on
my profile. I am constantly harassed. I'd estimate 10 to 20 gl1)'S
per hour ask me to go into a private room ard talk dirty. For
instance, some guy has been sending me messages asking me
to gve him the hot sauce. Whatever that means?"
BuffaloGal has a hard time in the chat rooms, but she still
uses the on-line service to communicate with friends and
download software.
In the case of America Onhne, it's rates are far more
reasonable than any 1-900 number, but at $6 an hour they can
still add Lfl·
"I'm into role-playing games like Dungeons and Drag:ins. I
play on-line but I have a package deal wth the phone company.
That is a sign of a true modem-junkie." said PiacflO $3868, from

Santa Rosa. Carrfomia.
Hard Asset said, "I log on once a day and my average bill is
about $170 a month." Cost doesn't seem to be an issue to
those, "modem-junkies," who enjoy their on-line services.
There are many people enjoying the joys of on-line chatting
to the early hours of the morning.
So the next time you think of someone entranced by their
computer screen as a nerd, maybe you should think again ...
• steven turner
central florida future
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Oscars for The Public Eye?'
1

Before Diane Arbus and before Walker Evans, there
was Leon Bernstein.
In the new film "The P-ublic Eye," Oscar-winning
Joe Pesci portrays Bernstein, known as "The Great
Bernzini" to the public and "Bernzie" to his friends. A
New York City news photographer, Bernstein is the
bestofthegroupofclambering, tenaciousfreelancers
who cover the city during the years of World War II
when gas and other items are being rationed, the cops
wereall-forthemostpart-lrishandthebigbosses
of crime were still trying to establish their territories.
Bernstein, in his pursuit of the biggest and best
pictures, shows a relentlessly ruthless side, which is
not above rearranging the posture of a murder victim
before the police arrive in order to heighten the effect
of the final result. He even has a mini-darkroom, in the
trunk of his car so that no time is wasted in delivering
the goods. His is a time, after all, when to be the best
wasn't enough; you also had to first.
At the same time, however, Bernstein is the kind of
hard-boiled character who is not influenced by anyone
but the facts. This is what attracts Kay Levitz <Barbara
Hershey> to him.
"You're trusted by both the cops and the crooks,"
she tells Bernstein in the plush office overlooking the
posh nightclub she has inherited from her recentlydeceased husband. Her ownership of the club is being
threatened and Levitz uses her charm and allure on the
photographer to convince him to find out who is after
her and why.
· Overwhelmed by the woman's beauty, the short,
squat Bernstein agrees. It is, as one crime boss notes,
"just like Quasimodo and Sasparilla."
Bernstein begins digging and slowly discovers a

1

government scandal and cover-up involving the mob.
At the same time, his affections for Levitz grows.
Written and directed by Howard Franklin, "The
Public Eye" harkens back to stories such as "The Big
Sleep" and "Double Indemnity," the period pieces it
lovingly depicts. Franklin does an admirable job for his
first time out in the director's chair and one of the
nicest touches in the movie is how he depicts
Bernstein's black-and-white view of life.
To the photographer, life is nothing but a potential
shot and he only occasionally sees the world in color.
Pesci gives another flawless performance in what
may be one of the best, most complex roles he has yet
played. Bernstein, it is true, is obnoxious and aggravating but he is also sensitive both personally and
professionally as he spends his spare time trying to
market a book of his collected shots, pictures which ·
depict reality in life rather than the usual fare of poses
and still-lifes.
Regrettably, Pesci is not likely to get an Oscar bid.
·After all, it was only two years ago that the academy
gave him one. Those guys work on political agendas
more ridiculous than a politician's.
However, two aspects of this film which should be
honored in March are the costume design of Jane Robinson
and the set decorations of Jan Bergstrom. This movie ,,
looked and felt like midcentury New York City."The Public Eye" is funny and human, fun and
humane. It may well be one of the few films currently
on the market w~rth the price of a ticket.
• bill cushing
editor in chief

Messenger.of Reggae' delivers riveting performance

Pata Banton and the Crucial Music Band(England) deliver a spirited
performance at 8arbarella' in downtown Orlando. (dehoog/tuture)
1

1

Bernstein (Joe Pesci) looks down upon the
photographs in 'The Public Eye' (cxx.rtesv1univnat)

Introduced as "The Great Messenger of
Reggae Music," Pato Banton took the stage Oct.
15 to be greeted by a swarm of bodies which
extended from the front of the stage to the back
wall of Barbarella (formerly known as the Beach
Club>. Anxious fans stood on speakers, straddled
the spiraling staircase railing and tip-toed to get a
glimpse of the man who is kriown the world CNer
for his live performances.
From start to finish. Banton resembled a perpetual motion machine. His arms and legs constantly moved to the beats and mythms of the
Crucial Music Band Cthe English band accompany·
ing Banton on this tour). His hips swayed and
. gyrated to the pleasure of the crowd as his mouth
rattled off lyrics and the fifty States in rapid succession. CMake that 52. Don't forget New Mexico and
Puerto Rico, Banton reminds us>.
Opening the show with "Niceness," Banton
called upon the Brothers and the Sisters Caudience) to come together in harmony. Several
times during the course of the evening, he
reiterated his request for harmony by asking the
crowd to take a couple of steps back to aHow the
people in the front space to breath. S i n c e
Barbarella was packed, it seemed like an il'fllOS·
sble request. but wanting to please the per-

former as much as he pleased them, the members of the audience miraculously found room
behind them to take the steps backwards.
Bantonalsoaskedforallinattendancetotum
to someone they did not knovv, shake hands
with the person and to say peace.
Many dedications were made by Banton
to his fans and supporters. A very memo·
rable moment occurred when he dedicated
"Go Pata" to his fans in Florida. Banton said
he wrote the song "Go Pato" after fans in
Florida chanted Go Pato on previous performances. "Never Give In" was dedicated to
Thursday's audience.
The most rousing and satisfying part of
the evening came in the encore.
Starting with Banton and the crowd reciting
the Lord's Prayer, progressing to "my Name
is Pato Banton," and ending with a few bars
ofDionne Warwick's "Whatthe World Needs
Now." Not a single hand or arm was left
hanging limp as everyone joined hands and
gradually raised their voices as the Crucial
Music Band let the music fade. For a few
enchanted moments universal love seemed
possible.

Circle of Death': Are you on the hit list?

This month, 99 UCF students will be assassinated. But the
killings will not be without motive-namely. dinnerfortwo atthe
Meltilg Pot.
No, UCF has not decayed into lawless anarchy. It is all
just part of a game called Circle of Death, sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha.
Orcleof Death is an assassination game in which 1OOplayers
attet'Tllt to "kill" each other with dart guns.
At the onset of the game, each player is given a packet of
information about another player. It includes a photograph. a
code name and one of the player's classes.
Using that infonnation, the player must hunt dOMl his victim,
as well as be careful to avoid being assassinated himself.
A central buletn board lists the 100 players l:1j code name
only who are stiR alive, as well as the code and real names of
those who have perished.
Players in the game do not know the real identities of active
assassins. This makes the game harder, and therefore anyone
on carrµJs could be wiekfing a dart gun.
With some exceptions. there are few places players are safe
from being assassinated. Restrooms of the q:>pasite sex.
classrooms during a class. churches, hospitals. police stations
and moving vehiOOs are the only places off linits to assassils.
When a player makes a successful assassination, he

then gets the infonnation packet his victim has and that
player becomes his next target. This process continues until
there is only a small "circle" of players left, then ultimately
one victor.
TheideaforCircleofDeathcameaboutasafunwayofraisi!YJ
money, according to Phi Mu Alpha President Frank McDonald.
"In a meeting we discussed fund-raisers and how we
could make some money in a fun way. A lot oforganizations
have bake sales and do other strange stuff.... these type of
games have been popular on other campuses, like USF, and
it seemed like a good way to raise money," McDonald said.
If interest in the game is sufficient, McDonald hopes to
do a different version of the game each semester.
The game can be played a number of different ways.
Instead of using a dart gun, players could have to drop a
pillow (which represents a 1000 pound safe) on their
victims, "bomb" their opponents by placing a package next
to them with an alarm clock inside or "blow them up" by
placing a tape of an explosion in their car stereos.
Registration for Circle of Death will continue through
Friday in front of the Rehearsal Hall, or until 100 players have
signed up.
• davebauer
central florida future
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Psycho Beach Party' dravvs curious
to Orlando's Theatre Downtown

I•

Review of "Psycho Beach Party"
It's hip! It's cool, Daw-o! It's "Psycho Beach
Party" at Theatre Downtown, and it's gonzo theatre at it's wildest.
The Per4mAnts production of "Psycho Beach
Party" is a psychedelic look back at the "beach"
movies of the '60s, and none of the cliches those
movies are famous for escape the satiric and
riotous jabs of author Charles Busch.
When he isn't poking fun at the high-rise platinum hairdos of the period or the exaggerated
posturing of the surfer dudes, he's skewering the
concepts of Jean-Paul Sartre. If anyone can make
Sartre's views on existentialism and nausea seem
funny, Busch can.
And so can the cast. They set the tone of satire
at fever-pitch and never let up, nor do they ever let
the dialogue get in the way of an extended burst of
laughterfrom the audience. Though the acting may
at first seem unpolished and overdone, look past
the broad caricatures and you'll see the clear
understanding of the period and mood.
The Per4mAnts jump into the comedy feet first,
with tongue planted so firmly in cheek that a tractor
couldn't pull it out. "Surfing is a man's job," one
character tells his friend and we laugh not only
because we rememberthe time when a man could Crawford, w~o growls her lines like a tiger in heat. As
say it and get away with it. but because the delivery Chicklet' s friend Berdine, Miriam P. Saunders is all
is true to the post-Eisenhower innocence from earnestness and loyalty and she can let fly with a
which it escaped.
quadruple-take worthy of the best. Director David Lee
Leading the cast as the innocent and psychotic plays the romantically-confused Star Cat. a boy with a
·young Chicklet is Bill Haire. He fills abathing suit like no · particular gift that must be seen to be believed. He also
surfer chick can. He can also elicit shrieks of laughter keeps the production moving frenetically, never settling
on a regular basis. Watch him as he switches person- for a quiet moment when a loud one will do.
alities. Sybil has nothing on this schizoid. When the
It may not be art, but it is a bizarre portrait of a bizarre
"Ann Bowman" persona takes over, innocence van- era, f)erformed with the crack-brained attitude that's
ishes beneath a flash of nymphomania. Her other rightforthisshowandthequirkyconfinesofthetheatre
personalities are Rose the sex therapist, Tylene the itself. The show has been extended into November due
ghetto gir1, and Steve. Each one is a gem.
to popular demand. Catch it, Daddy-o!
~don gagnon
Doug Ba'aser plays Chicklet's mother, a
bleached-out combination of Bette Davis and Joan
central florida future

FLEA M1-\RKET
-11500 E. COLON_IAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(ACROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)
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FRI. I 2PM -5PM
SAT. & SUN. 8 AM-SP~ .
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, • Hundreds of sellers, Thousands
of buyers
• Millions of New & Used items,
Antique, & CoB'ectibles
• Free Parking; Snack bars
COME ONE, COME ALL TO
BUY OR SELL
DEAL.ER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-8888 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLB-, MGR.

-----------------------~·
Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

.OUTL~T ·

. Belz ·~actory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

Haircuts only $7.00
For UCF students with I.D.
(men's and women's regularly $8.00)

TOP NOTCH CUTS & CURLS, INC.

ffi1l

~

ffi1l

No Appointment Necessary
''TOP NOTCH NAIL CARE"

~

PERMS
CHECK OUT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

$45.

$25
off shoulder

t-shirts and run-ofshow passes compliments of

The Central Florida Future
Stop by our editorial offices located by the old art
domes and answer the following trivia question:

What is the name of the character that
Larry Drake played on the television
series "L. A. Law?"

2" below shoulder
SPIRALS

mid back
SPIRALS.

•includes shampoo and cut
Hours:
Monday- Friday 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Closed Sunday
LG.A Plaza-Call (407) 380-2621

(across the street
from the Frat House near Goodwill Center)
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Success after G 'N R?

1

You are a memberofa wildly success- _reggae roots. "How Will It Go" almost
ful hard rock band. You are in the middle soundslikeJimmyBuffett.Andthenthere
of a massive world tour. What is the is uCuttin' the Rug," the happiest and
obvious careerdecision? ForlzzyStradlin most hook filled tune 9n the album.
the decision was to quit Guns 'N Roses.
Izzy's solo outing covers a variety of
Well some time has passed and Izzy musical ground, but only a few tracks
has finally released a solo album. The come close to the material he contributed
hype surrounding this record is compared to his last band. If you are looking for
to Keith Richards solo release.
straight rock and roll with gritty vocals,
While it does have many similarities to the this is the ticket. If you are looking for
Richards release, it has some other inter- another Guns 'N Roses record this is not
esting elements. Contrary to what one it. Should Izzy have quit. Time will tell, but
might expect, it bears little resemblance in the mean time royalty checks, from his
to Izzy's work with
10 contributions to the last G 'N R records,
G 'N R.
will continue to support his musical exThe record begins with "Somebody's perimentation.
.·
Knockin" a Stones flavored rocker .. A
• steve turner
cover of the Maytal' s ·" P'ressure Drop"
central florida future
starts out punk, but soon returns to it's

At the forefront of the "Jurfl>" dance
craze is LA based techno group The Movement. On their debut album, The Movement
proves that it can make people dance, but it
falls short of a successful album. Its debut
would better be classified as a dance 12'.
The album contains an abst.rd fourversions
of" Jump," and two versions of both "BINGO"
and "Don't OD." "Jump," being their breakthrough single still can cause uncontrollable
movement on the dance floor, but the mixes
showcased on this album do little to justify
putting four of them on. Incidentally, all of the
mixes are the clean versions which omit the ever
so funky call of "Ju~ Mother F-kers."
Poised to be the next single is the jumplike "BINGO." With a chorus of the familiar·
children's song BINGO and a pulsing beat,

Movement1 is for clubs only
this song is both similar and different enough
from "Jump" to get a good club response.
"Don't OD" on the other hand is a rather
tired track with little chance for club play.
In a different style all together is the Spanishraggamuffin tune "Tell Tu Mama." This track
tries to mix reggae and Latin raps into a cool
dance groove. Guess again. It comes off about
as annoying as any Gerado song.
When The Movement sticks to creating a
beat they are very successful, as any who
hasbeentoaclubanddancedto "Jump" can
attest to. Be warned though, let this music
remain club music. As an album, The Movement fails to put together something that
holds up outside of the smoke filled, alcohol
laden atmosphere of a nightclub.
• david j. shoulberg
staff reporter

Kart Racing School
• 2 Day Complete School
• Half I Full Day
• Lapping Days .
• Race Series.
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Ever wonder what it'~ really like to drive a racing machine?
• Learn the skills and·experience the thriJls. .
·
• Radically improve your road driving performance.
• All F.quipmem Provided •

Aspbah Road ~ • UpcCming Professi<l;lal Driver I ~trucm
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Register Today! (407) 678-6531
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
_Call about our move-in specials
FOR STIJDENTS ONLY
( 407). 365-8388
• Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
·• Racquetball

(.

• Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Seivice
•Washer/ Dryer Available
• Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left. ·

Alafaya Woods Rlvd.

•

University Blvd.

,MY PAVoR-1 reJtAtA AVJ
17 f)t{fLt frxe. 5f?CeD.
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Spaghetti to go at Fazoli's drive-through. $2.79

Real Italian. Real Fast.
NOW OPEN at 12025 Collegiate Way/ 380-3737
SUN-THURS 10:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m./FRI &SAT 10:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

